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STATEMENT BY MR LYTTELTON ON CHANGES IN PRODUCTION PROGRAMMES

Following is a statement made in London today by
the Minister of Production, Mr, Oliver Lyttelton,

1 Position in January, 1943.

As more then six months have now elapsed, since I first announced the

reasons for the Changes in Production Programmes last January, I thought that

it might be useful to review how the changes in programmes had been going and

what the next six months have in store for us.

Before doing so it my be useful to recall what the position was in January

when these changes began. The Anglo-.American invasion of North Africa had taken

place less, than three months before. The British 8th Army was pressing towards

Tunisia, Mr, Roosevelt and mr, Churchill were in conference at Casablanca,

laying down ’’unconditional surrender” of the Axis as the only acceptable peace

terms. On the Russian front the German forces were encircled in Stalingrad,

At sea the U-boat warfare was at its height. In the air the Americans had not

yet begun their daylight raids on Germany, Our own bombing offensive was

daily increasing in severity, though it had not then approached its present

intensity.

It was in that atmosphere and in those conditions that my first

announcements about the changes in our production programmes were made in

January, The outstanding feature of the situation was that we had for the

first time succeeded in securing the strategical initiative; while on the

production front we had at long last reached a position where, having largely

built up> the "capital equipment” of the Armed Forces, especially of the Army,

we were for the tine in a position to adopt a selective policy of

concentrating our production upon those weapons and items of equipment which

could bring the maximum impact upon the enemy.

In the last, six months we have succeeded in exploiting these advantages

to the full. The great victories in Tunisia, have enabled us to embark upon

the bigger campaign in Europe a The bottle of Sicily is already over. we have

the complete mastery of the Mediterranean, We have had the two way raids on

Italy, the over increasing raids on the Ruhr, each one breaking its previous

record, and more recently the devastating raids on Hamburg, on which a greater

tonnage cf bombs has been dropped than on any other city in the world. We have

already established air bases on the soil of Sicily, enabling us to reinforce

from the south, as well as from this country, our growing bombing attacks on

German industry. The Prime Minister and Mr, Roosevelt have just announced that

there has been a great improvement in the Battle,, of the Atlantic - nearly one

U-boat a day has been sunk during the last three months - but we cannot yet

regard this improvement as permanent. Our Russian allies have had great
victories at Orel and Byelgorod and have now retaken Kharkov*,

These events reinforce and expand the trends which could already be

foreseen in January* and emphasise that now, more even than in January, we must

swing over more and more of our resources to meet the growing opportunities

of heavier and more concentrated attacks upon the enemy. We are fortunate to

have available to us the experience of the first six months of changes and .

re-adjustments in programme,
/ Progress in First Six Months



2, Progress in hirst Six months

Lockin': at the picture as a whole, I think I may say that the changes in pro-
grammes have been effected as smoothly as could be expected. The total number of
•workers released from their, previous occupations through programme changes during

the six months from Ist January to 30th June was 75,000, out of these were only
1,500 workers who at 30th June, had been unemployed for a month or more as a result of the

buts During the sane period, and .in spite of increasing upstage, the total number

employed in the munitions industries has continued to rise, trough not at such a

rapid rate as before, t

* .

at the real test is the effect on .production, and I am glad to be able to

report that our total output of munitions, taking naval, air and army supplies

together, in the. second, quarter of 1943 showed an increase of 25 per cent over the

same quarter of 1942. This increase is the more remarkable, since the second quarter

of last year was a particularly good one. In aircraft alone the increase in struc-

tural weight in the second quarter of 1943 compared with a year ago was no less than

44 per cent. Having regard to the changes various parts of the programme, these

results are some measure of the success which has "been achieved in scouring■ that

further increase in our total production to which I referred an January. A

■particularly satisfactory feature' is that our actual production during the first six

months of the year has equalled the planned production.

This has meant a great deal of hard■ work and careful planning and all the time

we have been building up experience for dealing with the further and mere extensive

changes still to come* The procedure has been this. As soon as it has been decided

that any particular lino of production is to be reduced, a survey has been made of the

various firms making the store in question and detailed decisions taken .as to the dis-

tribution of the cut over these firms, after examining the labour demands in the

various districts .and the possibility of re-using various firing for „alternative work.

So far it has-been largely possible to plan the changes so that the heaviest cuts

have fallen on those districts where there were already largo unsatisfied demands for

additional labour. In this way the labour released from work for Army supplies has,
in nearly every ease, been rapidly re-absorbed on aircraft or naval work. Only 12 1/2
per cent of the cuts have fallen in the less heavily loaded legions cf Scotland,
Wales and Northern England, whilst the heaviest cuts have been imposed in the conges-

ted labour areas lilac .the North western, Midlands and London legions.

Once the cuts on individual firms have been decided, action has been taken in

each Region to facilitate the transfer to other work of labour released by the outs

and to discover the sub-contracting capacity affected by the changes with a. view to

arranging where possible for its re-use on suitable work.

I recently had a special survey made in each legion to ascertain the way in 'which
the changes'were actually working - put and the reports are on the whole very reassur-

ing both as to the absence of any serious pockets of unemployment • and as to the

spirit with which the inconveniences and disturbances, incidental to these changes,
have been accepted both by managements and' workers.

Nevertheless, I am deeply conscious of the difficulties Which the changes have

brought' to some people, "workers naturally do not like being moved from one factory
to another - even if it is within reach of their heme it usually means some inconveni-

ence and very often some loss of earnings. You, can't earn as much while learning a

new job, as you can on work to which you have become accustomed. Reductions may
also mean financial loss to the firms themselves, particularly the smaller firms, and

members of the management staff may have to look for no- work in the same way-as the
manual worker*

We have been most careful throughout to insist than the reasons for the,changes

should be fully explained to the people affected. All my reports from the Regions
speak very highly of the help- which they have obtained both from managements and Trade

Union leaders in this;matter and of the co—operation which they have given in connec-
tion with the changes generally#

A
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A feature which has been causing tie sone concern is the growing feeling in

sene sections of industry that the pressure and urgency has pone out of•producti n,

with the result that a feeling of complacency is growinr; up. The exact causes of

this are difficult to trace. The- pro ratine changes have undoubtedly had something
to do with it., particularly where the workers are still engaged on producing

weapons for which requirements have been reduced, -he improvement in the military
situation has also caused some people to think that the war is almost won, I

should like to ask for the co-operation of all concerned in industry in countering

this growing feeling of complacency.

The Germans ‘.are not beaten yet, \lo have a lot of very hard fighting still

before us in Europe and when that is done, we still have the Japs to beat. And we

must always remember that, as the Erimc Minister has said,war is full of surprises-
No-one is more likely to be caught off his guard than a man who is complacent, and

we cannot afford to be off our guard for a moment.

Another feature which has caused some misunderstanding has been the large-

scale changes of types which have had to be carried out in the aircraft factories,
in addition to those const suit minor modificati ns of design which the Service

chiefs require as a result of battle experience. It is unfortunate that these

changes of type, which have meant changing over several factories from what they

were doing before to increase the output of the new 4-ongined Lancaster bombers

and the newest types of fighters, should have had to take place at the same tine

as the changes from one production programme to another. These changes of types
have undoubtedly been the main cause of the stories which you will certainly have

heard of workers not being fully occupied in tie aircraft factories. The difficulty,

of course, is that, however efficient the management may be, it is impossible to

plan a changeover from one type to another in such a way that there is no dislocation

of 'work in the factory. It is, for instance, almost inevitable that whilst new

jigs are being built and installed the workers who will use the jigs are temporarily
unable to keep fully occupied.

3* Flans for rest of 1943.

The problem to-day is even more difficult than that which faced Hr, Bcvin

and myself in January, A policy of reductions in some parts of our production

programmes is essential if we are to secure the extra labour required for the still

expanding parts of the programme.

But apart from the stringency of man-power, strategy also demands a continuance

of the policy of production changes. Now that we have not only secured the

strategical initiative but have, also shewn that we can exploit it, it becomes more

necessary than ever to stop or reduce' producti m of weapons and equipment which

have either become obsolete or were particularly needed for desert warfare or of

which V7C have built up. abundant supplies. It is only by this means that we can

concentrate our productive energies and resources upon those weapons of the most

modern type,, which battle experience has shown to possess the maximum offensive

qualities.

Foremost amongst such weapons is, of course, aircraft. Unlike the army,

where we have in many clauses of munitions been able to build up the capital

equipment so that there are now abundant stocks not only here at home but also in

what I have called the "pipe—lines"■ which supply the various theatres of war - over-

seas, aircra.ft is a wasting asset with a. very high obsolescence rate. This is,

of course, due not only to the actual losses sustained by our Air Force in active

operations but also to the constant need to maintain superiority of performance.

For these reasons it is true of aircraft (in a way it is not true of certain

military .equipment) that the weight of our offensive in the air is directly related

to the current .output of aircraft. Some of you will have seen the figures which

were recently published showing the vast increase in the weight of bombs which the

R*A,F. have dropped, on Germany since 1940, This increase could never have been

possible if there had not been a corresponding expansion in output from the

factories. Further increases in the weight of our aerial offensive will therefore

be possible only to the extent that our production can also be stepped up.

As I have already said, the increase in aircraft production in the second

quarter of 1943 compared with a year ago was, in terms of structural, weight, no,

less than 44% "but for the reasons which I have just mentioned we are now planning

a vet further expansion in aircraft -reduction in the next 12 months,

/we are



Also

We are/planning further increases in certain types of naval vessel and the

numerous; scientific instruments and other devices used in war at sea* Then no

have also to plan for a greater production of radio-equipment* Then I tell you
that some of our Lancaster bombers non carry 12 radio sets, you will appreciate
how great is the demand for radio. The Navy and Army also use radio to an

increasing extent, and the obsolesonce rate of radio, as of aircraft, is a factor

which makes it constantly necessary to be producing new types * We started the war

well ahead of the enemy in this highly/- technical field but it is only by intensive

development that we have maintained our lead* The problem throughout is a

qualitative as Trail as a quantitative one*

The changes in programs must, therefore, not only be continued but be

accelerated* Some of the reductions will have to be in classes of equipment not

hitherto affected by the cuts, others in classes of munitions which have previously
been reduced* But ovcr-all the plans provide for still further increases in total

production and we must see to it that these higher targets are achieved if we are
not to let the Forces down. Failure now means prolonging the war.

4. Effects of further programme changes*

As I have already mentioned, it has so far been largely possible to plan
the programme changes so that the main cuts have fallen in districts where there

were already large unsatisfied demands for additional labbour* In this way the

labour released from work on army supplies has, in the groat majority of cases,
been immediately absorbed on other work, mainly on the aircraft side. This policy

will be continued'but as the process of adjustment proceeds freedom of choice as

to planing of the cuts -will be increasingly limited and it will be more than ever

difficult to secure a local balance between outs and expansions*

The main objective is to obtain the additional labour for the. expanding

programme* There are also certain Admiralty and Ministry of Supply orders

of high priority and certain common services, which are mainly provided by the

Ministry of Supply but which are essential to RA,F, as to other production programmes*

But as M*A.P. requirements represent our major problems I will, for the sake of

simplicity, refer only to transfers from Minis try of Supply factories to M*A.P,

factories.

The policy which we propose to pursue is as follows:-

1, We shall continue to arrange contractions in the Ministry of Supply programme

so far as possible in localities where the labour released is required for M,A,P,

expansions;

2, Wherever practicable no shall allocate M.A.P, work to Ministry of Supply firms

'.there reductions of load are to take effect, thus retaining the advantage of the

going concern;

3, There it is not possible to place M,A,P* work in a Ministry of Supper firm

suffering a cut, we shall have to transfer the workers released to other factories,

but in doing so no shall try to transfer them in groups or teams, wherever the

character of the demand for their services and the nature of the work makes it

practicable to do so,
.

The Ministry of Supply and M,A,P* are each appointing specially qualified ■ senior

officers to coordinate such transfers of- capacity and to Watch progress. These

officers will keep in the closest touch with the Regional Organisation, will be

given additional responsibilities for making such local adjustments as may

required to ensure that capacity and labour freed by reductions- of programme
in army

equipment are wherever possible re-cmployed with the minimum disturbance both to
workpeople and management*'

The policy, in short, will be to take the work to the worker wherever possible,

but I must emphasise that there are practical limitations to the carrying out of lias

policy* The expanding pant of the programme frequently involves the use of specialized

types of plant, whioh cannot be found in any of the factories released from Minis "by

of "supply work. The increased requirements' for light alloy sheets, extrusions end

forgings, or for radio valves, for instance, cannot possibly be met fromMinistry of

Supply factories which have been making shells, fuses or gun barrels. Transfers of

labour are the only possible way of "manning up" the factories making those

specialised types of aircraft requirements. But what can - and will - be done is uo

ensure so far as'possible that those transfers are in the sane neighborhood,

Conversely, Ministry of Supply factories which have been equipped with
specialised plant for making such things as explosives, cannot be adapted to the

off aircraft frames, aerial engines or radios* In these oases also i*

be"impossible to replace Ministry of Supply orders by M,A.P* orders, and it will be

necessary
for the labour to be transferred /IT will
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It will, nevertheless, be our constant endeavour to ensure that,

wherever possible, the work is taken to the worker, though difficulties

which I have just described, make it impossible to apply • this policy

universally.

I must also/emphasise that there is a limit to the policy of con-

centrating the cuts in. Regions where labour shortages are .acute* • Some

of the further cuts will inevitably affect items already subject to one

or more previous reducti ons. The labour formerly..employed on these items

in congested areas will in the main already, have boon released from that

world and absorbed, on other work; and further releases are bound to occur

to some extent in- districts where there is little possibility of re-

absorbing the released labour in the vicinity. It is our policy to

transfer new -work to these loss heavily leaded Regions and this'policy will

be continued to the fullest extent possible, in order especially to take

up the capacity and labour released by the cuts, To have undoubtedly been

successful in recent months in facilitating the construction of new factories

in such Regions. But much of the mobile labour released by such-cuts will

have to be transferred to other parts of the country where, expanding pro-

grammes require then,
"""

: * -

5» Conclusion* ..The position therefore, is this, we plan a still.further

increase in. our total -car production and.particularly in our aircraft

programme# We shall therefore employ more people in total* On the other

hand, the continued switch from amy to aircraft production bakes' it almost

inevitable that there mill from time to'.time be mall numbers of workers

unemployed or not fully occupied for short periods. Such a .situation, at

a time of extreme labour stringency, is extremely difficult for .those af-

fected to understand and it is-for this reason that I ask for the, co-operation
and help of all concerned■in industry. The numbers who will be thus

affected are--:insignificant in relation to- the total numbers deployed in the

munitions industries, and 1 am hopeful that the .policy which mo have laid

down far.dealing with these changes mill ensure that the numbers affected

■re limited to the practicable minimum, It mill be my earnest endeavour to

seo that this is so,

The combined output of the United Nations is now throe, times that of

the Axis and will be four times that of the Axis in 1944# To need this

vast superiority of armament if 'we are to carry■our offensive to a success-

ful conclusion. But this superiority would in itself mean little, unless

the weapons- and equipment we were producing wore of the first quality and

of the right types, It is to retain our superiority in quality as well as f

in quantity that these production changes are essential. The changes" are

not confined to this country, -Both.-in the U#S,A, and in the Dominions a

similar process of changing --programmes- is being undertaken at this very

time,

MINISTRY OF PRODUCTION
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